PROJECT 1

LISTENING
Listening

is

an important leadership skill. Through good listening, you can acquire

information, identify and clarify issues, make decisions, and resolve conflict.
A leade/s listening skills play a major role in team building. Leaders must be
able to connect with their teams, showing concern for them and their work. This

connection is accomplished through listening to what team members think, to
their plans, and to their ideas. When they believe you are listening to them, team
members feel important and respected. ln turn, they trust and respect you and
perform to the best of their abllities,

HOW WELL DO YOU LISTEN?
ln order to evaluate your current ability to listen, determine how often you can

honestly make the following statements. After you've completed this entire
project, repeat the exercise to measure your progress.
Always Sometimes

Never

lfocus my attention on the speaker and don't think
about anything else.
I

do not anticipate what the speaker is going to say

before she actually says it.

wait until the speaker has finished to formulate
my response.
I

I look the speaker in the eye, nod my head, and smile
while listening to show the speaker l'm interested.
I do not perform other tasks while someone
talking to me.
I

is

listen carefully to the speaker even when I disagree

with what

is said.

When the speaker has flnished, I summarize what
he said to ensure I understood correctly.
questions when I am not sure about something
the speaker said.
I ask

Scoring: Add the circled numbers. lf you scored22-24 points, congratulations! You're an
excellent listener. lf you scored 17-21 points, your skills are good, but they may need some
attention. lf you scored l6 points or fewer, it's time to make some improvements.

HOW TO LISTEN
While listening may seem like it should be easy to do, it can be very difficult, often
requiring more mental effort than speaking. To learn to listen better:
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COMPETENT LEADERSHIP

1. Keep an open mind. Avoid making assumptions and judgments before the speaker
finishes.

2. Maintain eye contact. Give the speaker your full attention.
3. Watch your body language.

Relax. Uncross your arms and legs,
and refrain from tapping your fingers or making other nervous
gestures. Instead, lean toward the speaker and nod and smile

when appropriate.

4. Listen for key ideas and full understanding.

Seek out and
remember the speaker's main ideas and points. For example, if

the speaker

is relaying the reasons why a major project is being
delayed, listen carefully for each specific reason.

5. Rephrase what the speaker

is saying. Show the speaker you understand what he is saying and allow him to clarify if you are missing the point. For example, say something like,
"lf I understand correctly, the main reason for the delay is the design change.,,

6. Ask questions. Confirm your understanding and get more information:'Why was the
previous design inadequate?'"How much will the design changes cost?'

7. Evaluate. When the speaker

is

finished, think carefully about what he said before

you respond.

YOUR ASSIGNMENT
Apply the behaviors of a good listener by performing any three of the following roles (each at
a different meeting).

) Speech evaluator
) Table Topics'" speaker
) Ah-Counter
) Grammarian
Learn about these roles at www.toastmasters.orglmeetingroles.

WHERE LEADERS ARE

MADE
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EVALUATION GUIDE FOR LISTENING
Note to the Evaluator: Please read the project carefully before the meeting. Offer comments and specific
recommendations about the performance of the role, focusing on the information provided in this project.lf
any aspect of the role was performed outside of the meeting, conduct an interview to gain the details you need

for a complete evaluation.

Speech Evaluator
Evaluator

Date

0utstanding

Average

NeedsWork

The speech evaluator engaged the speaker, using eye contact and
other nonverbal behavior to show interest.
The speech evaluator devoted his or her entire attention to the
speaker and did not perform other tasks while the speaker was talking.
The speech evaluator summarized the content of the speech
and/or repeated key phrases from the speech in his or her evaluation.
Assess the speech

evaluator's behavior as a listener. What specific behaviors demonstrated that the evaluator

understood the speaker's ideasT Did the evaluator remember the speakels main ideas and points?

Table Topics'" Speaker
Evaluator

Date

0utstanding

Average

NeedsWork

The speaker devoted his or her entire attention to the Topicsmaster and did not
perform other tasks while the Topicsmaster was talking.
The ipeaker demonstrated complete understanding of the topic.
The speaker listened politely to all other Table Topics'" speakers.
Assess the speakels behavior as a listener. Did theTableTopic{" speaker's body language indicate that he or she was
listening to the Topicsmaster as the topic was delivered? How did the Table Topics^ speaker\ answer demonstrote his

comprehension of the topicT
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Ah-Counter
Date

Evaluator

0utstanding

Average

NeedsWork

The Ah-Counter devoted his or her entire attention to all speakers and did not
perform other tasks while the speakers were talking.
The Ah-Counter's reports clearly demonstrated that he or she listened intently
to all speakers during the meeting.
The Ah-Counte/s body language clearly demonstrated that he or she listened to
all speakers during the meeting.

Ah-Countels behavior as a listener. What body language cues did the Ah-Counter use to show he or she was
listening? What other listening behaviors did the Ah-Counter demonstrate during the meeting?
Assess the

Grammarian
Date

Evaluator

0utstanding

Average

NeedslYork

The grammarian demonstrated good listening skills by repeating key phrases the
speakers used when delivering his or her report.
The grammarian noted each instance that the word of the day or a derivative
was used correctly during the meeting.
The grammarian remained alert during the meeting. He or she displayed acute
awareness during the meeting and identifled and clarified all distinctive
grammar usage.
Assess the

speake* behavior

as a listener.

Did theTableTopics^ speakels body language indicate that he or she was

listening to the Topicsmaster as the topic was delivered? How did the Table Topics'" speake* onswer demonstrate his
comprehension of the topic?
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